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To: ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES 1 COMMITTEE 
Subject:COSLA Consultation 

Scottish Water Industry Review 

Date: 19 September 1997 
~~ ~ ~ 

Background 

As part of a nationwide consultation exercise conducted by COSLA, relating to future options for 
the Scottish Water Industry, North Lanarkshre Council has formulated an appropriate response. 

Response 

Ref: lOOmhlmr 

COSLA had requested that responses should be provided by 25 August 1997 from all consultees. 
In order to comply with this requirement, a response was finalised and forwarded by the Director of 
Administration to COSLA, a copy of which is appended. I would ask the committee to homologate 
the action taken. 

M.L. Hutton 
Director of Environmental Services 



C O P Y  
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Department of Administration 
PO Box 14 
Civic Centre 
Motherwell ML1 1TW 

Our Refi CA/ES/32/3/LCB/MBG Contact: Miss Brownlie 
Your Ref PI3111 Telephone: 01698 302484 
Date: 22 August 1997 Fax: 01698 275125 

Director of Administration 
John O'Hagan 

FIRST CLASS MAIL 
Douglas Sinclair 
Chief Executive 
Convention of Scottish Local Authorities 
Rosebery House 
9 Haymarket Terrace 
EDINBURGH EH12 5x2 

Dear Mr Sinclair 

Scottish Water Industry Review - Consultation Paper 

I refer to your letter of 11 July 1997 enclosing a Consultation Paper on the Scottish Water Industry 
Review. 

On behalf of North Lanarkshire Council, I would comment on the Consultation Document as follows:- 

* Particular Issues 

0 Water Authorities have, and will continue to have "statutory duties and responsibilities", in 
many ways similar to those of unitary authorities which democratic accountability is 
demonstrated through the role of elected members. Water Authority Boards comprising 
member representatives from constituent unitary authorities would demonstrate democratic 
accountability in a similar way. 

o Boards elected on the above basis would be perceived as more likely to prioritise public health 
and water quality issues ahead of purely financial issues. 

0 Similarly, Boards would be perceived by the general public as being capable of maintaining an 
equilibrium between the needs of domestic and commercial users, including commitments to 
the improvements of drinking and foul outfall water standards. 

0 The significant improvements to the level of infectious disease experienced since the turn of the 
century, is directly attributable to the provision of a water supply and drainage infrastructure. 
For public health reasons it is important that this infrastructure is maintained and extended in 

line with demographic requirements. To achieve this objective, the financial framework 
applicable to Water Authorities must recognise fully the long-term financial commitment which 
is necessary, irrespective of the source(s) of capital funding. 

The adoption of a Corporate Planning process, performance planning, specified rates of return, 
etc. are similar mechanisms utilised by local authorities to ensure efficient management and 
emphasises the structural similarity between these public bodies. 

0 

o The monitoring and/or regulatory role of the under-noted organisations is specifically mentioned 
in the Consultation Document: 
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The Scottish Office Water Quality Regulation Team 
The Scottish Environment Protection Agency 
The Scottish Water and Sewerage Customers Council 
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However, the monitoring etc role of local authorities in relation to the quality of drinking 
water, the operation of sewerage treatment works, etc is omitted. Recent experience within 
the North Lanarkshire area highlighted the local authority's regulatory role in dealing with 
public health nuisance conditions. 

0 The Achievement of Stated Aims 

0 Local Democratic Accountability 

The local authority model of Area Committees feeding views to Service Committees which in 
turn report to a Policy/Council forum ensures that "the views of local people could be heard", 
which could be expressed by the local authority elected representatives appointed to the Water 
Authority Boards. 

0 Facilitate Investment 

As previously stated, a long-term financial commitment is imperative for public health reasons 
and also on an "Invest-to-Save" basis, to reduce maintenance and wastage costs. Investment 
programmes require to be pro-active and not exclusively re-active to European legislative 
requirements. 

o Promote Efficiency 

The "Best Value" (BVR) approach which is being promoted within local authorities and which 
currently does not apply to Water Authorities, could be made to apply to Water Authorities. 
This level of consistency should ensure "the delivery of efficient services to the public and meet 
environmental standards at the lowest possible costs". 

0 Continuity of Supply and the Protection of Public Health 

Long-term investment, professional management of resources, a clear public health orientation 
and effective rationalised monitoring and regulatory arrangements will ensure that the above 
objectives are met. 

0 The extremely short life-span of the current Water Authorities prevents a meaningful assessment 
of their effectiveness and potential. However, the strategic nature of this service benefits from 
economies of scale, co-ordinated planning, etc. However, if Water Authorities retained their 
existing boundaries, the level of democratic representation at Board level should be increased 
to reflect the closer affinity to constituent local authorities, with common strategic objectives. 
This affinity could encourage "Best Practice" initiatives including the provision of support 
services to each other, which could prove to be of mutual benefit. 

I hope that this information is sufficient to enable a response to be made to the Convention of Scottish 
Local Authorities within the specified timescale. 

Yours sincerely, 

Director of Administration! 

C.C. Director of Environmental Services 

SINCWR.LCB 




